Tao of God: The Layers of Existence that Unveil our Path (Tao of Life)

This book is part of a series entitled Tao of Life, which includes 4 books: “Tao of Truth”, “Tao
of Christ”, “Tao of God” and “Tao to Enlightenment”. The series divides in four books in
order to promote a better understanding on the topics described, which are all interconnected
throughout the theories described in each of them. These are not books for weak minds or for a
faithful believer in any religion and its dogmas, but for an individual seeking for true
Gnosticism and enlightenment within a normal life in a material world. Without promoting
any specific form of interpretation, the philosophic principles help in the understanding of
what true spirituality is and how it has been lost every time a prophet tried to recover it. This is
the knowledge that allows anyone to prepare himself to ascend to a new reality where life is
based on honesty and compassion, not anger and resentment. While its perspective may offend
many self-convinced minds, it also provides a truthful insight to the purpose of dreams,
individuality and conscious manifestations trough inspired actions. It’s a series of books for
those that want to be awaken, not for those that fight back to keep sleeping in a delusional
reality! The knowledge here presented will break your concept of reality with all its illusions
into pieces; as any medicine would say in its prescription: “There’re secondary effects to be
expected!” How far are you willing to go?
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